
Episode 18: Interview with Dawn McCarty

Your Hosts:
Barbara La Pointe & Andrew Folkler

Special Guest: Dawn McCarty, Reuniting After 44 years of Alienation

Your Voice Matters
Dawn’s journey as an advocate in the parental alienation movement is built on her core message

“Your voice matters.”

Whether you are a parent who has been alienated from your child or a child of alienation – your voice

matters. By speaking your truth, you help the world better understand this phenomenon of child abuse

and subsequently help push for tangible change.

What is the Aha! Moment for Alienated Children?
Many formerly alienated children have spoken about the “Aha!” moment when they realise they have

been alienated. This moment of clarity varies according to the child. To date, there is no specific age

category that this occurs.

Alienated children do commonly report that this moment of clarity typically occurs after a big conflict

with the alienating parent. This is usually when the child is trying to assert their own identity outside of

the pseudo-identity that the alienating parent is enforcing. This can occur during the child’s dating life,

during another divorce, or other major life decisions such as career choices or moving out.

Identity Crisis
When an alienated child grows up, they begin to start to assert their own identity. During this time, they

start seeking out answers for themselves. This is why, at the Broken Families Podcast, we stress to avoid



escalating into conflict as the adult children will look at any history of conflict as a reason to not seek out

their answers from you.

As Dawn says, trauma leaves us filled with holes within our spirit. Some people may try to fill these holes

with distractions and addiction. However, they will find everything to be lacking.

The true healing will come from finding their own truth. In Dawn’s story, she needed to find the truth

behind her kidnapping story. By seeking out her father, she was able to slowly piece together a version of

the truth that she could accept. In doing so, she was able to find her true identity. She felt more

realigned with her true self, thus helping her find her voice and her purpose.

Alienated Children Learning to Set Boundaries
Dawn’s healing journey involved learning to set boundaries with her mother after she reconnected with

her father. Many parents might scoff at the idea of a formerly alienated child maintaining a relationship

with the alienating parent. If a child chooses to keep a relationship with them, boundaries are critical.

Dawn says, there is no need to be hurtful and hateful. While she may never fully understand what true

intimacy between a mother and daughter might feel like, she knows that these are experiences that she

will not get from her mother.

Dawn looked within her mother’s history to see why her mother became the person she is today. While

this does not excuse her mother’s behaviour, she can come to terms with it and accept that this is her

nature. Dawn is able to separate accountability and blame. She does not have to be stuck in her trauma

and she can move forward in her life.

More importantly, Dawn does not have to continue the generational trauma in her family. The trauma

stops with her. Dawn is able to build a better and happier life for herself and her children, so they may

grow without the trauma of alienation.

Reconnecting with Your Alienated Children
If you are separated from your children, whether due to alienation or abduction, Dawn recommends to

make sure you still continue to live your life on your terms. Ensure that your lifestyle is one that is

healing and communicates you are strong in your own happiness.

In doing so, you will find your strength to reunite with your child to be stronger. You will be able to leave

a paper trail or “Bread crumbs” for your child. As your child learns more about you, they will see the

“Bread Crumbs” you have left from them to follow. This will be a huge part in their journey to reuniting

with you.

Be sure to avoid denigrating the other parent or engaging in high conflict behaviours.

Your child may not forgive you at first for the trauma of the alienation and may continue to blame you

for some time. This is normal.

As Dawn says, “Forgiveness is never the first step. It is the last step after the child finds their truth.

Forgiveness comes after they learn the whole story for themselves.”
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Beware The Myths
- The alienated child will come back at 18

- The children are resilient

- The children can handle it

- The child will always bounce back

Many people who are unaware of the impacts of parental alienation might say one of these common

myths to you in the attempt to console you. This is largely due to them being unsure what to expect from

parental alienation and therefore, they resort to optimism. The issue is that these intentionally optimistic

statements can create a false perception of the future. Your children will react differently than others.

There is no guarantee that they will come back. Trauma impacts everyone differently and the healing

journey is likewise, unique to the person as well.

Bonus Resources
http://www.actionagainstabduction.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Research-report-web-1.12.14-R.p

df

http://www.actionagainstabduction.org/abduction-long-term-effects/

Getting the Love You Want – Harville Hendrix, Ph.D and  Helen LaKelly Hunt, Ph.D

National Parents Organisation

https://linktr.ee/dawnmccarty

Video Version: Want to watch the conversation? This podcast is also available on YouTube.
You can find our channel here.
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